With 46.8% of warriors playing video games weekly*, WWP utilizes livestreaming and gaming to empower warriors to connect with other veterans and create a safe community where they have renewed purpose, helping to reduce isolation and depression.

Community members and veterans can join Discord to connect with others that share a love for gaming, livestreaming, tabletop role-playing and more!

By donating, fundraising, or spreading the word, you can help warriors get back on track and become a positive force in their communities.

The mission of WWP is to honor and empower wounded warriors.

Since 2003, WWP has been committed to post-9/11 wounded service members and their families, helping them achieve their highest ambitions.

WWP provides life-changing services in mental and physical health, career counseling, and long-term rehabilitative care — all at no cost to wounded warriors and their families.

Stream what you love. Give wounded warriors the support they deserve.

Stream to Serve is a fundraising initiative inviting content creators to stream what they love and change the lives of warriors. Every $150 you raise can provide one mental health session for a veteran in need.

Stream what you love whether you stream video games or share your hobbies like crafting, fishing, cooking, fitness, and more!

Fundraising through Stream to Serve helps ensure that warriors never pay penny for WWP programs — they paid their dues on the battlefield.

*2021 WWP Annual Warrior Survey
WHY YOUR STREAM MATTERS

The numbers speak for themselves, because not every warrior can. With the support of our community, we give a voice to those in need and empower our warriors to begin their journey to recovery.

Every day, 58 warriors and family members sign up to receive critical support and services provided by WWP.

76% of warriors indicated moderate to severe pain that interferes with activities and enjoyment of life.*

76% of warriors self-reported experiencing post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a result of their service.*

More than 1 in 4 warriors have had suicidal thoughts in the past 12 months. For every $500 raised, at least three warriors can receive a mental health session.

*2022 Annual Warrior Survey

WHAT YOUR DONATION CAN PROVIDE

Your donation could help change — and save — a life!

★ $14 ★
can provide a safe voice on the telephone for a warrior in need

★ $38 ★
can provide a consultation with a claims specialist to help a warrior obtain military benefits

★ $70 ★
can provide a session with a career counselor for two warriors

★ $150 ★
can provide a one hour session of mental health treatment for one warrior

Get Social

Use your social media channels to share your commitment to wounded warriors through Stream to Serve. Please tag the official WWP social accounts and use our hashtag below.

@WWP  @WWPStream2Serve

#StreamToServe

youtube.com/woundedwarriorproject